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the debt bomb a bold plan to stop washington from - the debt bomb a bold plan to stop washington from bankrupting
america senator tom coburn john hart on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in a nation whose debt has
outgrown the size of its entire economy the greatest threat comes not from any foreign force but from washington politicians
who refuse to relinquish the intoxicating power to borrow and spend, money personal finance news advice information latest news expert advice and information on money pensions property and more, benjamin fulford reports antimatrix
collection nwo - note but before we begin looking at it first of all we repeat again and again do not blindly believe anything
or merely take in on faith what is said here is just a particular way to look at things but it does not imply that you are forced
to agree with anything said here or anywhere for that matter, the business of war ahealedplanet net - the business of war
by wade frazier revised july 2014 introduction the business of war the good war brown shirts in america a brief history of
western anti semitism and the holy war mentality, ted cruz on the issues - ted cruz on civil rights click here for 17 full
quotes on civil rights or background on civil rights don t empower more lawsuits by demanding equal pay oct 2015 supreme
court gay rights ruling undermines the constitution, hillary clinton s 2016 presidential campaign - the re launch of hillary
clinton s 2016 presidential campaign june 13 2016 all the clinton cash questions hillary refuses to answer we need to stop
the flow of secret unaccountable money hillary clinton said saturday during her vaunted campaign do over, obamacare
mandatory socialized medicine - note you might want to start at the obama index page especially if you arrived here by
using a search engine the united states already has a multi billion dollar system of socialized medicine called medicare and
medicaid federal state and local governments spent a total of 783 8 billion on health care in 2006, newly revealed russian
weapons systems political - this analysis was written for the unz review for those interested in the military implications of
the recent revelations by vladimir putin about new russian weapon systems i would recommend the excellent article entitled
the implications of russia s new weapon systems by andrei martyanov who offers a superb analysis of what these new
weapons mean for the usa and especially the us navy, labor day 90 million americans without jobs 36 of the - an apt
windmill of manure image of the banksters puppet outwest but remember though culpable he is not the head of the serpent
since the banksters loot was stolen mostly by fraud and usury both gravely immoral and crimes against natural law it is
perfectly moral to repudiate all debt held by the banksters to prosecute them and to seize all assets derived from their
centuries of, what price will mankind have to pay for the collapse of - the dumb psychopaths in charge don t really know
what they are doing so it could get out of their control very quickly we especially foreigners watching harvey goldstein
produced movies with pedos in them like kevin spacey etc have been exposed to a lot of propaganda to assume that these
dumb idiots are in control wise and some kind of experts in reality they are kind of like, interstellar trade atomic rockets traveller type a free trader beowulf mesh model by jaythurman cyberia23 this section is basically a rough outline of rick
robinson s interstellar trade a primer you d probably be better off reading the full article but some people want executive
summaries
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